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MBGC President’s Report
My apologies for missing the publication of the
March edition of “Alpine Flyer”. I had a good
excuse though, as I was touring Vietnam and
China for 5 weeks. The proof is in the photo
below.

objectives for the VSA to encourage increased
participation in gliding.
Thanks to all members who assisted with the
huge workload of running our Easter gliding
activities. This is our major fund raiser for the
year, so is important for helping to ensure the
financial viability of our club.
Thank you also to our catering committee of
Shirley Knight, Terry Knight, Suzanne Bland,
Jenny Reichl, Margaret Darling, Sharon
O’Bryan, Kitty Vigo and Susie Cohn for their
excellent work in catering for the Easter
visitors dinner and the last sausage sizzle on
21 April 2012. The Easter dinner made a
whopping profit of $900 which was a fantastic
reward for all the hard work by our catering
committee.
Safe flying.
Andrew Evans - President / Alpine Flyer Editor

Member Editorial Contributions

Andrew Evans with fellow travellers Robyn and
Sharon of Townsville on the Great Wall of China in
April.
Photo: Kerrie Evans

This is a bumper edition due to all the saved
stories and photos from our very active
contributors over the past two months.
I attended the VSA Club Presidents’ meeting
and workshop at Bacchus Marsh on 28 April to
represent MBGC. The workshop discussed
current VSA activities, the future role of the
VSA, Dept of Sport & Recreation Victoria
funding for gliding activities and 3 year
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Thanks to Ian Cohn, Mark Bland, Terry and
Shirley Knight, Kenton Ford, Steve Bradbury
and Richard Todd for their editorial and photo
contributions this month. All members are
encouraged to submit stories and photos for
publication. If you have any suggestions for
improvements to the newsletter, send those in
as well. All feedback welcome. It’s your
publication.
Don’t forget to follow club activities on our
Mt Beauty Gliding Club Facebook page where
you can download photos and comments
about your gliding exploits and interact with
like minded individuals. If you don’t know how
to do it, ask our junior pilots, your kids or
grandkids.
Any members requiring further details of any of
this month’s editorial can contact the Editor at:
andrewe@g-mwater.com.au.
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Treasurer’s Column
Easter report
Total Easter AEF income
was $2039 from IS28-WVU
($1078) and ASK21-VS
($961). The IS28 flew a
total of 7.2 hours and the
ASK21 flew 4.4 hours.
Club funds available for the purchase of our
new ASK21 to replace the IS28 now amount to
$60,000 after being boosted by our Easter
revenue.

clubs and exchange views in a very convivial
atmosphere. We look forward to the next
event.
Submitted by Terry Knight

Easter pilot briefing.
Photo: Ian Cohn

Foodworks Sponsorship
Did you know that last year MBGC received a
total of $196.38 from the Mt Beauty Foodworks
Community Fund? These contributions arise
when you put your purchase points to the
Gliding Club code 1060 when you buy goods
from the Mt Beauty Foodworks supermarket.
This is a valuable contribution to funding for
our ASK21 purchase, so keep putting your
Foodworks points to MBGC code 1060.

Maria and Scott Anderson, parents of Brooke
Anderson in IS28-WVU at Easter.
Photo: Mark Bland

CFI Column
Richard Todd - Treasurer

Easter Report
The Easter Saturday fundraiser night was a
great success generating a $900 contribution
to the Club. Some 56 gliding enthusiasts
attended,
many
from
visiting
clubs.
Coordinators Suzanne Bland and Shirley
Knight cooked a tantalizing variety of
casseroles with spuds and greens, and thank
Terry Knight, Jenny Reichl, Kitty Vigo,
Margaret Darling, Sharon O’Bryan and Susie
Cohn for their valuable help and delicious
contributions.
The large fleet of gliders and tugs gleamed in
the evening light, framed by the glorious
backdrop of Mt Bogong and the evening was
an excellent way to finish the day's gliding. We
were able to meet our colleagues from other
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The
last
few
months,
including Easter have seen a
high level of flying activity,
mostly incident free!
Congratulations to Junior pilots Brooke
Anderson and Kenton Ford for going solo and
to Kenton for converting to the Pilatus. Our
Junior members have made a substantial
contribution to the continued rate of effort that
sustains the Club, even allowing for their
subsidised flying rates. They often mean the
difference between having enough crew to
justify a day’s operation. The club would
struggle to survive if it relied on individual
independent ops! The new Duty Pilot System
has been introduced but will not work unless
everyone makes a genuine effort.
With the increasing level of private power
planes now resident on the airfield, it is
becoming more important to use proper radio
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procedures.
Brush
up
by
reading
http://2009.gfa.org.au/Docs/ops/airradio.pdf
GFA radio procedures. It is not mandatory to
call three legs of the circuit unless there is a
likely conflict. Calling “Down Wind” is all that is
required unless you suspect or hear other
traffic that may NEED to know you’re on
“Base” or “Final”. LOOK and Listen is more
important!
With winter approaching it is good to remain
current. Many of us are maturing and the old
saying of “Use it or Lose It” applies equally to
flying skills. You can always improve your
landings or practice emergency drills, and
there’s always the odd day that will surprise
you with unexpected conditions that allow
great flights over the snow!
Mark Bland – CFI

Thermalling Etiquette
All pilots should be mindful of thermalling
etiquette, whereby the first glider entering the
thermal sets the direction of the turn and any
others joining the same thermal, whether
above or below, must turn in the same
direction. Pay special attention to keeping out
of the blind spots of other gliders.
The dangers of aggressive and selfish
behaviour are emphasised. Pilots must realise
that sharing a thermal will usually result in a
reduced rate of climb for all concerned, due to
the need to keep each other in sight.

Report from the Instructors’ Panel
The Instructors Panel recently met and
discussed the following issues:
Roster - How as a club we need to give the
rostered instructors more support in terms of
getting to the field on time to get the gliders out
and the retrieve cars and winch cables.
How we need to advise the Duty Instructor if
we are going to be there all day or whether we
have to leave early so that the Duty Instructor
is not left high and dry having to put everything
away at the end of the day.
Obligations to advise Roster Manager Richard
Todd when you are/are not available for duty.
Need to spread workload.
Need to replace fence at South end of
runway with mesh.
Low approaches over embankment on Rwy
32. Need to ensure adequate clearance over
pedestrians on embankment and vehicles on
road.
Need to discourage spiders in cockpits.
Naphthalene flakes suggested as deterrent.
Need to ensure that pilots know to use Rwy 14
overrun area if they misjudge approach and
are too high/too fast and may not stop before
the fence and use of ground loops in this
situation.
Need
for
more
theory
training
for
students/early solo pilots, maybe away from
airfield to get uninterrupted run.
Gear-up landings. Need to ensure FUST
check completed properly pre landing to
prevent.
Gear-up landing policy required - who pays,
who pays excess, who transports to repair
facility etc - maybe matter for Committee to
consider).
Don't leave food wrappers/food scraps in the
cars/van/gliders. Either take them home with
you, or put them in the rubbish bin in the van.
Rats and mice in the hanger and van are
becoming a big problem and we need to
discourage them as much as possible.
Duty pilots/everyone to ensure radios are
switched off after flying and put on chargers.

ASK21-GVS and IS28-WVU sharing a thermal.
Photo: Andrew Evans

Ian Cohn – Convenor Instructors’ Panel

Reference: Gliding Instructors Manual
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Winch Driver Tally
The usual spirited competition has been
displayed between winch drivers during the
past month. Winch launch tallies for the
calendar year from 1 January 2012 to 8 April
are:
Ben Talbot

83

Bernie O’Donnell

54

Mark Bland

48

Scott Anderson

29

Ken Darling

26

Ian Cohn

25

George Vasiliadis

22

Andrew Evans

16

Andy Smith

15

Gary Mason

13

Mart Bosman

12

Laura Sullivan

11

Mike Pobjoy

10

Craig Collings

7

Ollie Barthelmes

6

Duncan Robertson

6

Kevin Roden

5

Steve Bradbury

5

Deniz Aygun

5

Phil O’Bryan

3

Richard Todd

2

Al Dickie

1

If you are not currently qualified to operate the
winch, why not consider obtaining training and
help share the workload?
Each year the winner of the most prolific winch
driver award is presented with a certificate and
prize of 10 free winch launches at the AGM.

More on the Winch
The Club's winch received a major service for
the Easter flying period. Members who drive
the winch are advised that the radiator system
was also changed.
Previously:
The coolant level in the overflow bottle gave
no indication of the actual level of coolant in
the radiator. The radiator could be near empty,
yet the overflow bottle would be full.
Alpine Flyer

Overheating was likely. This problem has been
fixed.
Now:
The level in the overflow bottle must be above
the end of the overflow tube when the engine
is cold. The level will rise when the engine is
hot. Confirm this visually at each start.
The coolant level in the radiator should remain
absolutely full unless there is a leak.
This level must be checked when COLD at the
start of each day's flying. It can only be
checked by looking inside the radiator filler
hole.

Mt Beauty winch. It might look a bit agricultural but it
still works!
Photo: Mark Bland

Until further notice the cap must be removed
(gentle anticlockwise turn - lift the throttle lever
a little to allow the cap to lift off) - the water
level confirmed to be full to the bottom seal of
the cap - and the cap replaced and locked
(half a turn clockwise).
NEVER turn the cap unless the radiator is
COLD.
Pedantic? Yes - and necessary. And if there is
a leak please let me or the Duty Pilot know
promptly.
Submitted by Terry Knight

Duty Pilot roster
For some time the Instructors Panel has been
working on introducing a Duty Pilot system and
term roster. For some years the Instructors
have been rostered and in fact have done
many, if not most, of the Duty Pilot tasks that
are listed.
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With the growth of MBGC over recent years
we have acquired many talented members and
the time has come to spread the load of setting
up and running MBGC weekend and public
holiday operations. A Duty Roster has been
produced by Richard Todd to achieve this. It
is realised that some dates where members
have been rostered may not be suitable and it
is requested that members initially notify our
nominated Duty Roster Chief, Richard Todd,
where change of dates are required. Also
please let Richard know your preferences for
being rostered, eg Saturday or Sunday or
both. With the number of flying members we
have, you should only be rostered one day
every 6 weeks or so.
Most gliding clubs in Australia successfully run
a Duty Roster system to ensure that their
operation is fully manned and efficiently run to
maximise flying for their members, minimise
costs, ensure safety and spread the
organisational load.
The roster will be in place for the next 3
months and members will be asked to do two
separate days in that period. Help will be
available from experienced people for
new/inexperienced duty pilots.
This will be a trial and it will resume in
September/October to run through the full
2012/13 season.

and taken to the launch point. Also locate any
glider batteries that are on charge.
7. Set up and DI the winch: Oil, water and fuel.
Remove covers, connect battery, warm up and
tow out wire to the launch point.
8. When someone else arrives assist/direct to get
the Club Two seater DI’d and out of the hangar.
9. When flying commences record the time of
every launch and landing of ALL gliders on the
flight sheet.
10. Assist in ensuring there is a crew for launching
and retrieving gliders.
11. At the end of the day ensure all batteries are
back on charge and vehicles and hangars are
secure, time sheets completed and money
collected.
12. Feel free to DELEGATE so you can go and do a
bit of flying yourself... but you need to ensure
the job is going to be done or the day falls apart
quickly.
13. Make sure you start on time. If you start late the
day only gets more confused from there. People
tend to stand around and talk at the hangar.
Encourage them to get the twins down to the
launch point first, then talk.
14. Have fun! It is after all the airfield, you are
surrounded by friends and fellow gliding
enthusiasts, and hopefully the sun is shining!

Ian Cohn
Convener of the Instructors Panel

Suzanne and Shirley’s $2 Sausage
Sizzles (assisted by Terry)

Duty Pilot Roster responsibilities
1. The Duty Pilot is crucial to running a smooth
operation at the airfield. These notes are
designed to help smooth your day as duty pilot.
If you cannot do your duty it is YOUR
responsibility to find a replacement.
2. Liaise with the Duty Instructor, preferably the
night before your rostered day, to organise a
time to be at the airfield and arrange hangar
keys if needed. You will be expected to be at the
field earlier than everyone else, normally 0900.
3. Open up the Club hangar and DI the vehicles
(fuel, oil and fuel).
4. Position the van at the launch point and set up
the tent, table and chairs (wait for assistance if
needed.
5. Organise a new time sheet from the folder in the
van.
6. Ensure the club VHF/UHF handheld radios are
taken off the chargers in the terminal building
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The $2 sausage sizzle and drinks night was
again held on 21 April and once again did a
little better than break even. That is the
financial objective, but importantly these
evenings are a great opportunity for a bit of “no
frills” light tucker and banter at low cost, and
are as important to our young student
members as to us oldies. Many a word of
wisdom has been absorbed over a convivial
hot snag. Down the track, we may even be
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able to add a tutorial or similar ground training
to the mix. Let me know your thoughts.
Enjoy the $2 sausage sizzles at the Mt Beauty
Airfield terminal building every third Saturday
of the month. Snags and drinks just $2 each.
It’s not a fundraiser, just an opportunity to
socialise, brag and tell fibs about how far, fast
and high you flew after the day’s flying.

Next Sausage Sizzle Saturday 19
May 2012
Submitted by Terry Knight

Kenton converts to Pilatus
Shortly after his first solo flight 15 year old
Kenton Ford converted to single seaters. Here
is his story:
It was an early start getting down to the airfield by
9am. At first I was frustrated because all the other
juniors were saying they had good news for me, but
they wouldn’t tell me what it was. I had an idea what
it might be and was pretty happy when CFI Mark
Bland confirmed it…today was the day I was going
to fly the Pilatus. Mark told me to pull the Pilatus out
from the hanger, and then I got a long briefing on
what to expect and how to handle it.

Brooke goes solo

Brooke Anderson after her first solo flight in
IS28-WVU on 31 March 2012.
Photo: Mark Bland

Kenton goes solo

CFI Mark Bland congratulates 15 year old Kenton
Ford after his first solo flight in IS28-WVU on
17 March 2012.
Photo: Steve Bradbury
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Veteran gliding identity Alan Patching congratulates
Kenton Ford after converting to single seaters in
Pilatus-GCD.
Photo: Mark Bland
Time to get ready. I opened the canopy, got out the
parachute and slid it on… it just had to be way too
big. “Well that sucks, if I bail in a life threatening
situation I won’t get killed but I will break both arms
- fun” I thought sarcastically. I then got the Astir
parachute because I’d been told it’s a bit smaller.
OK I was in, one last check, all good time to go, I
did my call then waited nervously to feel the winch,
yep there it is… up and up and up, the altimeter
read 2700 ft when I released. Wow this thing is
great and compared to the IS28 it’s a sports car in a
glider kind of way. I flew around until I got to circuit
height. Time to land, so I did my call and my
checks, lined up on final, air breaks and touchdown,
ground roll and stopped short to avoid getting into
trouble. I opened the canopy; “wow” I thought “I’m
going to like this glider”.

Submitted by Kenton Ford
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After much debate and examination of
available Registration marks for our new
ASK21, VH-GVA has been reserved for Mt
Beauty Gliding Club for application to our new
ASK21 expected to be delivered around
September 2012. With a bit of imagination you
can see that we can derive the relevant name
of Valley Aviation from this Registration, as
suggested by Terry Knight.

said that what had been described for Mt
Beauty was a good fit with the objectives of the
scheme. He said that the most compelling
arguments for funding under the scheme were
economic development ones and, while the
emergency services angles were important,
the scheme “was not intended to fund
Ambulance Victoria”. It was focussed on
airport infrastructure eg runways, taxiways,
lighting, etc rather than other airport related
projects.

Politicians visit Mt Beauty airfield

Shares for sale in ASK21-GVS

A meeting was conducted at Mt Beauty Airfield
on 11 April 2012 with Hon Gordon RichPhillips (Assistant Treasurer, Minister for
Technology, Minister for Aviation and Minister
for SE Melbourne), Bill Sykes MP, Ian Douglas
(landowner and member MBGC), Bruce
Addinsall (Mt Beauty Timber), Peter Roper
(Mayor Alpine Shire), Mark Bland (MBGC) and
Mark Ghirardello.

Two one/fifth shares are for sale in Schleicher
ASK21 mi self-launching glider, VH-GVS,
including enclosed custom trailer, based at
Mount Beauty Airfield.

New ASK21 Update

Bill Sykes MP, Ian Douglas (landowner and
member MBGC), Bruce Addinsall (Mt Beauty
Timber), Hon Gordon Rich-Phillips (Assistant
Treasurer, Minister for Technology, Minister for
Aviation and Minister for SE Melbourne), Peter
Roper (Mayor Alpine Shire).
Photo: Mark Bland

Ian Douglas and Bruce Addinsall gave an
outline of their airpark development concepts
and Alpine Shire Mayor Peter Roper
summarised
the
emergency
services
implications of the airport development project,
as well as the broader economic benefits that
it is expected to bring to the town, given
depressed economic conditions resulting from
recent industry closures.
The Minister
explained that the budget for the regional
aviation fund was $20m over 4 years, but that
it would be ongoing funding thereafter. He
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Price per share: $39,990.00
For further details please contact:
David Jacobson 03 5756 2747 and 0419 346
336 or davidmjacobson@bigpond.com or
Rod Harris 03 5750 1153 and 0438 443 815 or
roddoharris@gmail.com

Picture yourself here! Mark Bland giving a
passenger their money’s worth in ASK21-GVS.
Photo: Greg Sjecki

Upcoming Events
Airtourer visit 8/9 December
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On the Internet
See Ben Talbot’s latest gliding movie on You
Tube
at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WogD09y1cZw&f
eature=youtube_gdata_player

Be amazed at some winch designs from
around the world at:
http://romansdesign.com/winch.htm
http://www.skylaunchuk.com
http://gliderwincheurope.com/index.php/en/vangeld
erwinch
http://www.pas.rochester.edu/~cline/FLSC/Winch%
20construction%20paper.pdf

We can only dream!
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Mt Beauty Gliding Club is sponsored by
the Mt Beauty Community Bank
Send your editorial or photographic contributions to the
“Alpine Flyer” Editor - Andrew Evans at
andrewe@g-mwater.com.au or Telephone 0418 377 146
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